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• Very

good course.
• The lecturer was simply great. He has made hard concepts
really easy to understand. He also has been able to keep the
class interested. A real pity to miss the last lecture !!
• The only reason that this wasn't the best statistics course is that
I had a great lecturer at my university on this. Very
entertaining, informative, and correct lecture, I can't think of
anything the lecturer could do better.
• Informative, deep and witty. Simply awesome.
• Professor Shravan Vasishth was hands down the best lecturer
at ESSLLI 2015. I envy the people who actually get to learn
from him for a whole semester instead of just a week or two.
The course was challenging for someone with not much
background in statistics, but Professor Vasishth provided a
bunch of additional material. He's the best!
• Great course, very detailed explanations and many visual
examples of some statistical phenomena. However, it would
be better to include more information on regression models,
especially with effects (model quality evaluation, etc) and more
examples of researches from linguistic field.
• It was an extremely useful course presented by one of the best
lecturers I've ever met. Thank you!
• Amazing course. Who would have thought that statistics could
be so interesting and engaging? Kudos to lecturer Shravan
Vasishth who managed to condense so much information into
only 5 sessions, who managed to filter out only the most
relevant things that will be applicable and indeed used by
everyone who attendet the course and who managed to show
the usefulness of the material. A great lecturer who never went
on until everything was cleared up and made even the most

daunting of statistical concepts seem surmountable. The only
thing I'm sorry for is not having the opportunity to take his
regular, semester-long statistics course so I can enjoy a more
in depth look at the material and let everything settle properly.
Five stars, would take again.
• Absolutely great!!
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• This

course was interesting and it was evident that the instructor
knew the material very well. I am still grasping some of the
concepts but I'm happy to know that I can go and do some of
the exercises on the instructor's website at a later date.
Thanks for a great class!

